Centronuclear Myopathy (CNM)
Hereditary Myopathy of the Labrador Retriever

PTPLA gene test result

Call name: N C
Registered: NULL
with the number: ********
with Identification: Microchip 985112003119351
certified by a veterinarian? Yes

has been received at the Alfort School of Veterinary Medicine on
2014-08-20

DNA was extracted, analyzed and has been shown to contain:
Two PTPLA gene copies with no insertion in exon 2

>> clear of the CNM mutation and
not at risk for transmitting the deleterious gene <<

and as a consequence received the CNM database registration number:

LR-CNM14-368-M-PIV

Signature: [Signature]
Dr. Laurent Tisot
Date: 2014-08-28

more information on http://www.labradorenm.com
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